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Foreword

by
Ira Chayut, Verification Architect
Nvidia Corporation

When Gateway Design Automation, Inc. created Verilog in the mid-1980’s, the process of integrated circuit design was very different than it is today. The role of Verilog, as well as its capability, has evolved since its inception into today’s SystemVerilog.

The task of ASIC Functional Verification is becoming increasingly difficult. How difficult is a matter of conjecture and argument. In 2001, Andreas Bechtolsheim, Cisco Systems engineering vice president, was quoted in EE Times with one of the higher estimates:

> Design verification still consumes 80 percent of the overall chip development time.

In contrast, an EE Times poll that was taken in 2004 of 662 professionals at the Design Automation Conference placed functional verification as 22 percent of the integrated design process.

The gap between 22 percent and 80 percent is indicative of how vague the delineation between verification and the other “stages” of integrated circuit design and development. Many “verification” efforts are implemented by the design engineers themselves, but are still part of the verification process and can benefit from the same tools that assist dedicated verification professionals.

Regardless of the actual percentage (assuming that it could be accurately measured), Functional Verification of an integrated circuit design is a significant fraction of the total effort. Verification is also a critical step to shippable first silicon. Even as the costs of the masks run over $1 million, that figure can be dwarfed by the lost-opportunity of the weeks it takes for each re-spin. Any tools that can reduce the cost of verification and increase the probability of shipping early silicon should be adopted aggressively.

1 http://www.eedesign.com/article/printableArticle.jhtml?articleID=17407503
2 http://www.eetimes.com/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=21700028
While assertions have been a part of software development for many years, Assertion-Based Verification (ABV) has recently become popular. In some ways, this is odd, as the process of hardware specification has become more similar to software design. However, the properties that we wish to declare and assert in a hardware design are fundamentally different than those in the software world.

The difference between hardware and software programming models is time. Hardware languages, such as Verilog, have mechanisms to represent the passage of time and procedural programming languages (C, C++, Java, etc.) do not. So, it is not surprising that the software methods of specifying assertions did not have a way of incorporating time.

SystemVerilog, the most recent descendent of Gateway’s Verilog, includes SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) – a set of tools to allow engineers to include ABV into their designs. SVA has a rich syntax to support time within sequences, properties, and (ultimately) assertions.

With SVA, design and verification engineers can encode the intended behavior of hardware designs and can create thorough checks for bus protocols. These (relatively) terse descriptions can be used in simulation, in formal verification, and as additional documentation for the design.

It is clear that SVA will have a major impact on how integrated circuits are designed and verified. To benefit from this impact, you need to learn the syntax of SVA and how to apply it to your own design. This book can help you learn and apply SVA. It uses examples, including the PCI bus protocol, to illustrate how to write SVA and their simulation results.

The detailed examples of the SVA language within this book are very helpful to understanding the concepts and syntax of time-based assertions. They make the book what it is and are essential in all SystemVerilog design and verification engineers’ library.

As a final note, Stevie, my daughter, claims that no one ever reads the foreward of books. If you did take the time to read this, please let her know by sending her a brief e-mail at: steviechayut@gmail.com.

Thanks
Ira
It was the middle of the year 2002 and we received an email from our manager. It said, "Who would like to pick up the support for OVA?" Our first thoughts were "what the heck is OVA?" After talking to a few other engineers, we figured out that it was a subset of "open VERA language." OVA stands for "Open VERA Assertions" and it is a declarative language that can describe temporal conditions. As always, to satisfy our technical thirst, we agreed to pick up the support for OVA. We learned the language in a couple of months and started training customers, training around 200 customers in less than 6 months. The way customers were flooding the class rooms really impressed us. We were convinced that this is the next best thing in verification domain. While customers were getting trained in a hurry, they were not developing any OVA code. This was a new dimension of verification technique and the language was new. The tools were just starting to support these language constructs. There was not much intellectual property (IP) available. Naturally, customers were not as comfortable as we thought they should be.

In the meantime, Synopsys Inc. had donated the Open VERA language to the Accellera committee to be part of the SystemVerilog language. Several other companies made contributions for the formation of the new SystemVerilog language. The Accellera committee ratified the SystemVerilog 3.1 language as a standard at DAC 2004. The SystemVerilog language included the assertion language as part of the standard. This is commonly referred to as "SystemVerilog Assertions" (SVA). We continued in the path of training customers in Assertion based verification, only now we were teaching SVA. We could see clearly that customers were more comfortable with the pre-developed assertion libraries, but they were reluctant to write custom assertion code. What could be holding them back? Was it the tools? No, the tools were ready. Was it the language? Maybe, but it is a standard now, so that wasn’t necessarily the case.

After a few lengthy discussions, we realized that the lack of examples to demonstrate SVA language constructs could be holding back customers from using this new technology. The lack of expertise typically contributes to slow adoption. This is when we thought an SVA cookbook might help—a book of examples, a book that could act as a tutorial, a book that could teach the language. And that is how this project started. We have made an effort to write what we learned from teaching this subject for the past two years.
While there is much more to learn in this area, this is just an effort to share what we have learned.

**How to read this book.**

This book is written in a way such that engineers can get up to speed with SystemVerilog assertions quickly.

Chapters 0, 1 and 2 are sufficient to learn the basics of the syntax and some of the common simulation techniques. After reading these three chapters, the user should be able to write assertions for their design/verification environment.

Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6 are cookbooks for different types of designs. A user can refer to these chapters if they come across similar designs in their own environment and use these chapters as a starting point for writing assertions. These chapters can also be used as a tutorial.

If you are someone new to assertion based verification, you need to read chapters 0 through 2 before reading the other chapters. If you are familiar with SVA language, you can refer to these chapters on an as needed basis.

Chapter 0 - This is a white paper on “Assertion based verification (ABV)” methodology. It introduces the concept of ABV and the importance of function coverage.

Chapter 1 - Discusses SVA syntax with simple examples and goes through a detailed analysis of the execution of SVA constructs in dynamic simulation. Simulation waveforms and event tables are included for the reader’s reference. To know the details of every SVA construct, the user should refer to the SystemVerilog 3.1 a LRM (Chapter 17).

Chapter 2 – Uses a system example to illustrate SVA simulation methodology. Topics cover protocol extraction, simulation control and functional coverage.

Chapter 3 - Illustrates how to verify FSMs with SVA, uses two different FSM models as examples.

Chapter 4 – Illustrates verification of a data path using SVA. A partial JPEG design is used to demonstrate verification of both control signals and data using SVA.
Chapter 5 – Illustrates verification of a memory controller using SVA. The controller supports different types of memories such as SDRAM, SRAM, Flash, etc.

Chapter 6 – Illustrates verification of a PCI local bus based system using SVA. A sample PCI system configuration is used and various PCI protocols are verified using SVA.

Chapter 7 – Illustrates a sample testbench for verifying the assertions. It also discusses the theory behind verifying the accuracy of an assertion.

A CD-ROM is included with the book. All the examples shown in the book can be run with VCS 2005.06 release. Sample scripts to run the examples are included. VCS is a registered trademark of Synopsys Inc.
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Useful Web links

www.systemVerilogforall.com – Page maintained by us that provides tips, examples and discussions on SystemVerilog language.

www.accellera.org – Official website of Accellera committee. The SystemVerilog LRM can be downloaded from this site. There are also several other useful papers and presentations on the latest standards.
Chapter 0

ASSERTION BASED VERIFICATION

Use of assertions justified

The growing complexity and size of digital designs have made functional verification a huge challenge. In the last decade several new technologies have emerged in the area of verification and some of them have captured their place as a requirement in the verification process.

Figure 0-1 shows a block diagram of a verification environment that is adopted by a vast majority of verification teams. There are two significant pieces of technology that are used by almost all verification engineers:

1. A constrained random testbench
2. Code coverage tool

The objective is to verify the design under test (DUT) thoroughly and make sure there are no functional bugs. While doing this, there should be a way of measuring the completeness of verification. Code coverage tools provide a first level measure on the verification completeness. The data collected during code coverage has no knowledge of the functionality of the design but provides information on the execution of the code line by line. By guaranteeing that every line of the DUT executed at least once during simulations, a certain level of confidence can be achieved and code coverage tools can help achieve that. Last but not the least, the process of verification should be completed in a timely fashion. It is a well-known fact that the worst bottleneck for any verification environment is performance.
Traditionally, designs are tested with stimulus that verifies a specific functionality of the design. The complexity of the designs forces verification engineers to use a random testbench to create more realistic verification scenarios. High-level verification languages like OPEN VERA are used extensively in creating complex testbenches.

![Diagram](image.png)

*Figure 0-1. Before Assertion based verification*

The testbenches normally perform three different tasks:

1. Stimulus generation.
2. Self-checking mechanisms.
3. Functional coverage measurement.

The first and foremost aim of a testbench is to create good quality stimulus. Advanced languages like OPEN VERA provide built-in mechanisms to create complex stimulus patterns with ease. These languages support object-oriented programming constructs that help improve the stimulus generation process and also the re-use of the testbench models.

A testbench should also provide excellent self-checking mechanisms. It is not always possible to debug the design in post-processing mode.
Mechanisms like waveform debugging are prone to human error and are also not very feasible with the complex designs of today. Every test should have a way of checking the expected results automatically and dynamically. This will make the debugging process easy and also make the regression tests more efficient. Self-checking processes usually targets two specific areas:

1. Protocol checking
2. Data checking

Protocol checking targets the control signals. The validity of the control signals is the heart of any design verification. Data checking deals with the integrity of the data being dealt with. For example, are the packets getting transferred without corruption in a networking design? Data-checking normally requires some level of formatting and massaging that is usually taken care of within the testbench environment effectively.

Functional coverage provides a measure of verification completeness. The measurement should contain information on two specific items:

1. Protocol coverage
2. Test plan coverage

Protocol coverage gives a measure on exercising the design for all valid and invalid design conditions. In other words, it is a measure against the functional specification of the design that confirms that all possible functionality has been tested. Test plan coverage, on the other hand, measures the exhaustiveness of the testbench. For example, did the testbench create all possible packet sizes, did the CPU write or read to all possible memory address spaces? Protocol coverage is measured directly from the design signals, and the test plan coverage can be easily measured with built-in methods within the testbench environment.

SystemVerilog assertions modify the verification environment in a manner such that the strengths of different entities are leveraged to the maximum. Figure 0-2 shows the modified block diagram for the verification environment that includes Assertion Based Verification (ABV).

There are two categories discussed in the different pieces of the testbench, which are addressed in detail by SystemVerilog assertions (SVA):

1. Protocol checking
2. Protocol coverage
These two categories are closer to the design signals and can be managed more efficiently within SVA than by the testbench. By connecting these assertions directly to the design, the performance of the simulation environment increases tremendously as does the productivity. Table 0-1 summarizes the re-alignment of a verification environment based on SVA.

Though SVA interacts with the design signals directly, it can be used very effectively to share information with the testbenches. By sharing information dynamically during a simulation, very efficient reactive testbench environments can be developed. The completeness of the verification process can be measured more effectively by combining the code coverage and the functional coverage information collected during simulation.
The book will introduce the SVA language, its use model and its benefits in an elaborate fashion with examples. It will show how to find bugs early by writing good quality assertions. Real design examples and the process of writing assertions to verify the design will be discussed. Measuring functional coverage on real designs and also how to use the functional coverage information dynamically to create more sophisticated testbenches will be discussed. Coding guidelines and simulation methodology practices will be discussed wherever relevant.
1.1 What is an Assertion?

An assertion is a description of a property of the design.

- If a property that is being checked for in a simulation does not behave the way we expect it to, the assertion fails.
- If a property that is forbidden from happening in a design happens during simulation, the assertion fails.

A list of the properties can be inferred from the functional specification of a design and can be converted into assertions. These assertions can be continuously monitored during functional simulations. The same assertions can also be re-used for verifying the design using formal techniques. Assertions, also known as monitors or checkers, have been used as a form of debugging technique for a very long time in the design verification process. Traditionally, they are written in a procedural language like Verilog. They can also be written in PLI and C/C++ programs. The following code shows a simple mutually asserted condition check written in Verilog, wherein signal “a” and signal “b” cannot be high at the same time. If they are, an error message is displayed.

```verilog
define ma
if(a & b)
$display
```
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("Error: Mutually asserted check failed\n");
`endif

This kind of a monitor is included only as part of the simulation and hence is included in the design environment only on a need basis. This can be accomplished with the `ifdef construct which enables conditional compilation of Verilog code.

1.2 Why use SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA)?

While Verilog language can be used to write certain checks easily, it has a few disadvantages.

1. Verilog is a procedural language and hence, does not have good control over time.
2. Verilog is a verbose language. As the number of assertions increase, it becomes very difficult to maintain the code.
3. The procedural nature of the language makes it difficult to test for parallel events in the same time period. In some cases, it is also possible that a Verilog checker might not capture all the triggered events.
4. Verilog language has no built-in mechanism to provide functional coverage data. The user has to produce this code.

SVA is a declarative language and is perfectly suited for describing temporal conditions. The declarative nature of the language gives excellent control over time. The language itself is very concise and is very easy to maintain. SVA also provides several built-in functions to test for certain design conditions and also provides constructs to collect functional coverage data automatically.

Example 1.1 shows a checker written both in Verilog and SVA. The checker verifies that if signal “a” is high in the current clock cycle, then signal “b” should be high within 1 to 3 clock cycles. Figure 1-1 shows the waveform of a sample simulation of the signals “a” and “b.”

Example 1.1 Sample assertion written in Verilog and SVA

// Sample Verilog checker

always @(posedge a)
begin

("Error: Mutually asserted check failed\n");
`endif

Example 1.1 Sample assertion written in Verilog and SVA

// Sample Verilog checker

always @(posedge a)
begin
1. Introduction to SVA

Example 1.1 shows the advantages of SVA very clearly. SVA syntax is discussed in detail in this chapter. The checker represents a very simple protocol. It can be written in one line in SVA, although the same protocol description takes several lines in Verilog. Also, the error and success conditions need to be defined in Verilog explicitly, whereas the failure will automatically display an error message in SVA. Results of a sample simulation are shown below.
SUCCESS: b arrived in time 127
vtosva.a_to_b_chk:
started at 125s succeeded at 175s

SUCCESS: b arrived in time 427
vtosva.a_to_b_chk:
started at 325s succeeded at 475s

ERROR: b did not arrive in time 775
vtosva.a_to_b_chk:
started at 625s failed at 775s
Offending '$rose(b)'

1.3 SystemVerilog Scheduling

The SystemVerilog language is defined to be an event based execution model. In each time slot, many events are scheduled to happen. This list of events follows the algorithm specified by the standard. By following this algorithm, the simulators can avoid any inconsistencies in the interactions between the design and testbench. There are three regions that are involved in the evaluation and execution of the assertions.

**Preponed** – Values are sampled for the assertion variables in this region. In this region, a net or variable cannot change its state. This allows the sampling of the most stable value at the beginning of the time slot.

**Observed** – All the property expressions are evaluated in this region.

**Reactive** – The pass/fail code from the evaluation of the properties are scheduled in this region.

Figure 1-2 shows a simplified SystemVerilog event schedule flow chart. To understand the SystemVerilog scheduling algorithm thoroughly, please refer to the SystemVerilog 3.1a LRM [1].